
In the third game, an unfair situation could be created by gmng each 
student a different number of points from 1 to 25. The daily points plus any 
winnings minus the cost factor would be added to the initial number of points. The 
winner of the game would be the first person to score 100 points. Again, if there 
were more than one winner, the bonus points would be divided equally among the 
winners. This game would seem to be the most interesting of the games since it 
probably mirrors life most closely. Most people do not have equal assets to begin 
the game of life, and it might be interesting to observe the strategies developed by 
the students in an unfair game. 

Of course the instructor should feel free to assign any number to the daily 
points, to the winnings, and to the cost factor. The only real requirement is that 
the chance of winning is very small and the payoff is large. Some adjustments 
should be made in each person's total of test points after the game is played so that 
the unfairness of the game does not affect the student's grade. 

In a cryptarithm each letter represents a digit, and different letters represent 
different digits. Try these created by Miami University elementary education 
majors: 

SAM 
+ CAN 

WIN 

Amy Feucht 

PAY 
+ THE 

MAN 

Stacey Stewart 

26 

SAD 
+ DAD 

CRY 

J aneane Tarala 

HOW 
+ ARE 

YOU 

Kelly Branum 

This highly mechanical procedure for factoring the sum and difference of two 
cubes may be just what some of your "spit-backers" need to succeed. When rational 
approaches fail (and they often do in strongly algorithmic subjects like algebra) then a 
slick ''plug-and-chug" technique like this can get a kid through a test. 

FACTORING THE SUM AND 
DIFFERENCE OF TWO CUBES 

Barbara Zimmanck Krueger 
Ursuline Academy 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Usually in an Algebra II course students learn how to factor the sum and 
difference of two cubes. A typical approach is just to present the following rules: 

a3 + b3 =(a+ b)(a2 - ab+ b2) 
a3 - b3 = (a - b)(a2 +ab+ b2) 

What follows is a detailed example of an alternative approach which I have 
used successfully with my students. 

EXAMPLE 1: Factor x3 + 8 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4 

List each perfect cube 
of the binomial as a 
product of repeated factors 

Set up the binomial 
times the trinomial with 
the apprnpriate signs. 

Fill in the terms of the 
binomial, one factor from 
each group in Step 1. 

Fill in the terms of the 
trinomial by grouping the 
factors in Step 1 into three 
pairs from left to right. 

x3 + 8 

X•X•X 2•2•2 

+ ) ( - + ) 

(x + 2) ( + ) 

X•X•X 2•2·2 ~~'\'\ 
(x + 2)(x2 -2x + 4) 

The following examples show how well this method works even as the cubed 
terms become more complex. 
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EXAMPLE 2: Factor 125x3 - Y27 

5x•5x,5x Y9·Y9·Y9 

~~~ 
(5x - y9)(25x2 + 5xyg + yl8) 

EXAMPLE 3: Factor 27x6 + 64y9z12 

3x2 · 3x2 · 3x2 4y3z4 , 4y3z4 , 4y3z4 
........___, ~ - ,, "--: ~ ~"-.. 

(3x2 + 4y 3z4)(9x4 - 12x2y3z4 + 16y6z8) 

Readers are invited to describe their method, mechanical or otherwise, for 
factoring the sum and difference of two cubes. 

How many words can you make using the letters from "ARITHMETIC"? We got 
145. What have we missed? 

1 - letter words: I, a 

2 - letter words: ah, am, at, ha, he, hi, it, ma, ti 

3 - letter words: ace, act, aim, arc, are, arm, art, ate, car, cat, ear, eat, era, etc, 
ham, hat, hem, her, him, hit, ice, ire, mar, mat, met, ram, rat, rim, tam, tar, tat, 
tea, the, tic, tie 

4 - letter words: ache, acme, arch, came, care, cart, char, chat, chit, cite, cram, 
each, emit, etch, hair, hare, harm, hart, hate, hear, heat, heir, itch, item, mace, 
mart, mate, math, meat, mice, mire, mite, mitt, race, rate, ream, rice, rich, rime, 
rite, tact, tame, tart, team, tear, teat, them, tier, time, tire, tram, trim 

5 - letter words: aimer, attic, caret, chair, charm, chart, cheat, chime, citer, crate, 
cream, crime, earth, ethic, harem, hater, heart, irate, march, match, mater, matte, 
merit, mirth, reach, react, remit, tamer, teach, timer, titer, tithe, trace, trait, treat, 
trice, trite 

6 - letter words: hatter, hitter, matter, metric, threat, thrice 

7 - letter words: chatter, chimera, ratchet 

8 - letter words: thematic 
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MATH AND MASTERY: NOT A TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

Denise Z. Iams 
Baker Middle School 
Marion, Ohio 

This game may be an on-going review and reinforcement activity or a 
one-day extravaganza. You may adjust the basics to meet any need that arises. 

MATERIALS: 

Transparency Qf game board. Outline should be permanent, lettering 
done in washable colors. (This game board will be projected onto a 
magnetic chalkboard.) 

Dot Stickers. In four colors. 

Tokens. Make from colored, laminated poster board to which you attach 
a magnetic peel-and-stick strip. Tokens are laminated so the dot 
stickers can be removed at game's end and tokens are clean for the 
next game. 

Die. Use an ordinary die, or cut a cube from household sponge and mark 
it with permanent marker. 

Number Cards. 2 x 2 laminated cards. Numbers are drawn to determine 
which text or worksheet problem is to be solved, so make as many as 
needed. 

Problems. Use those from the textbook or from worksheets. 

PLAY: 

1. 

2. 

Before play, mark game board to show hazard and bonus squares. 
(For example, a game board used for reviewing decimal operations 
might look like the board in Figure 1. Colored "Dot Spots" ( corner 
squares) may be marked with operation signs; then, when a team 
lands on one of these "Spots", the team's problem would involve 
that operation.) 

Divide the group into teams. (The number of teams depends 
entirely on the teacher and the size of the class. Our class game 
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